Search Engine Advancements Patents Available on the Ocean Tomo Bid‐Ask™ Market
Ocean Tomo Bid‐Ask™ Market patent portfolio auction of eight US patents related to search
engines including technology to avoid indexing errors, computer implemented search
with result matching, and search with time dependent activity weighting.
CHICAGO, IL (January 23, 2019) Ocean Tomo Transactions, LLC will auction a portfolio of eight
US patents related to search engine advancements. The patents in lot 85 relate to search
engine technology that includes the avoidance of indexing errors, computer
implemented search with result matching, and search with time dependent activity
weighting. The patents in this auction would be of interest to any search engine companies.
The technologies in this patent lot address a number of issues: websites displaying different
content depending on whether a site visitor arrives to the site from an IP address associated
with a search engine; the problem of under inclusive search results as well as the problem of
inactive sites dominating search results.
To request bidder credentials or for further information on this auction or other auctions on the
Ocean Tomo Bid‐Ask™ Market, contact Layna Guo at Layna@OTI.com or 1‐312‐327‐8179.
About the Ocean Tomo Bid‐Ask™ Market
The Ocean Tomo Bid‐Ask Market is an open on‐line platform to buy and sell patents. This
market is an important step forward, both as a simplified solution for patent transactions as well
as a source of information on patent pricing. The Ocean Tomo Bid‐Ask Market uniquely
combines the efficiency of an online platform with an experienced team of brokers fluent in
both English and Mandarin. The market uses standard transaction documents and is open,
transparent and free to view.
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